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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 6601-The siblings anxiously looked 
toward Lyla, who was sitting nearby with closed eyes. 

Winnie asked, “Aunt Lyla, where did you find a powerhouse like him from? 
Please let him teach us. I’ll get you the most delicious jerky! A lot of them!” 

Noel also pleaded, “Please, Aunty Lyla. Next time you quarrel with Aunt 
Rebella, I’ll side with you.” 

James almost failed to suppress his laughter, finding it funny his children were 
so playful with Lyla even though they had been so afraid of her a few 
moments ago. 

It seemed Lyla’s teachings toward them were not only strict but also filled with 
love. It was why they could act so carefreely with her. 

Lyla slowly opened her eyes and said, “Really?” 

“Of course!” Noel and Winnie nodded simultaneously. 

James was rendered speechless, surprised Lyla, the epitome of coldness, 
was so easily bribed. 

Lyla immediately leaped into the air, and stopped beside James, saying, “Give 
them some guidance. It hasn’t been easy for them.” 

Noel and Winnie looked at James with anticipation and nodded, seemingly 
unwilling to budge if he were to refuse. 

James feigned a sigh and said smilingly, “You two have a significant issue. I’m 
afraid my guidance might not suffice.” 

“Why? What have we done wrong?” Noel hurriedly inquired. 

Winnie chimed in, saying, “Please help us, Sir. We’ll make the necessary 
changes.” 

“Change?” James smiled and countered, “Can you change your mindset and 
half-heartedness?” 



Noel and Winnie were struck with shock. 

James questioned solemnly, “Why do you think Lyla brought you two here? 
What’s the real purpose? 

Have you truly grasped it?” 

Observing the two children exchanging glances before bowing their heads in 
shame, James continued, “You must think she made you two endlessly 
eliminate these remnant souls as a punishment, right?” 

Noel said in disagreement, “These remnant souls have no consciousness, Sir. 
There’s little purpose in killing them.” 

Winnie nodded in agreement and said, “He’s right. We’d rather venture into 
the outside worlds like Jacopo and Xainte to confront the Tai Chi’s loyal 
hounds to take revenge for our parents!” 

James scoffed, “With your current strength? Do you think reaching the Quasi 
Daeclon Rank is enough to dominate the Genesis Worlds?” “Don’t you realize 
there are countless mysterious powerhouses like me in the Genesis Worlds? 
If you can’t even lay a finger on me, what makes you think you can challenge 
them?” 

The siblings were left speechless. 

Noel and Winnie had believed they were strong enough, particularly in terms 
of cultivation. 

They viewed themselves as superior to Jacopo and Xainte. They could not 
understand why their other two siblings were allowed to venture into the 
Genesis Worlds, while they were stuck inside the Forladtt Land killing remnant 
souls. 

After James pointed out their ignorance, Noel and Winnie suddenly realized 
the depth of their misunderstanding. 

Meanwhile, Lyla observed from the side and keenly understood James’ 
intentions. 

Although James had just returned, he immediately discerned the discontent 
within the siblings. He noted that although they diligently eliminated the 



remnant souls at the outer battlefield’s fourth level, they were doing it 
reluctantly. They exhibited no growth in combat experience or magical 
prowess despite reaching the Quasi Daeclon Rank. Compared to Jacopo and 
Xainte, their progress was superficial and lagged significantly. 

He was their father but was using a different identity to point out their flaws. 
He wanted to dismantle their overconfidence in their cultivation and guide 
them back to their roots, which would enable them to diligently practice their 
Supernatural Powers. 
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father’s deep care and love for his children. 

Seeing the siblings’ ashamed expressions, James waved his hand and 
transported everyone to the outer battlefield’s fifth level. Instantaneously, a 
horde of dense remnant souls swirled around them at lightning speed. 

“Watch carefully,” James shouted, then darted out. 

Confronted by the densely clustered remnant souls, he swiftly maneuvered 
through them, leaving behind a trail of afterimages. Instead of killing them, he 
gently tapped on them to disable them. 

In just the blink of an eye, billions of remnant souls were lying on the ground, 
yet none of them were destroyed. James made his way back to his children 
and stopped beside them. 

Noel and Winnie were startled to see the remnant souls growl in pain, unable 
to get up from the ground. 

They were in awe of James’ approach to taking down the remnant souls. 

James said sternly, “As I said, the most undefeatable skill is speed. These are 
remnant souls, so killing them with Supernatural Powers holds no 
significance. You won’t be able to improve your skill or strength, and will only 
be biding time. 

“However, if you can suppress them without causing them any harm, then 
you’ll finally grasp the essence of what your Aunty Lyla has been trying to 
teach.” 



Noel immediately turned to Lyla and dropped to his knees with a thud, then 
apologized, “I’ve misunderstood you, Aunt Lyla. I’m sorry.” 

Winnie also knelt beside him, and said, “I’m terribly sorry, Aunty Lyla. Not only 
did we fail to understand your intentions, we even spoke ill about you…” 

Lyla sighed and helped them to their feet, saying, “That’s enough. I didn’t 
have high expectations anyway. I’d be more than satisfied if you even 
managed to master the Celestial Sages and Yegor’s Supernatural Powers, or 
even surpass them. Only by doing so would you make your parents proud. 

“You two would need to achieve that much for me to feel confident enough to 
send you to the battlefield to fight Tai Chi’s pack of hounds.” 

Winnie and Jacopo exchanged glances and nodded at each other. However, 
just when they were about to take action, James stopped them. 

“I’ll teach you a Supernatural Power, so practice it diligently. You’re only 
allowed to leave this place after being able to subdue a remnant soul without 
causing it harm.” 

James reached out, cradling Winnie’s head in one hand and Noel’s head in 
the other. Then, he transmitted the first four steps of the Terrastride Step to 
them. He treated his children equally. 

Jacopo and Xainte were given the Dawnblaze Form, while Noel and Winnie 
now acquired the Terrastride Steps. The extent to which they could master 
them depended on their own capabilities. 

Having received a wealth of information, Noel and Winnie were immediately 
overjoyed. They wasted no time and promptly followed the instructions, racing 
ahead to the outer battlefield. 

James waved the Courageous Tower, releasing a burst of Courageous 
Power. A wave of remnant souls at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation’s Consummation instantly emerged and instantly surrounded the 
siblings. 

Observing Noel and Winnie nimbly weave through the remnant souls, Lyla 
commented emotionally. “Blood ties indeed hold a natural connection and 
sway.” 



James looked at her and said smilingly, “Let them practice here for now. I’d 
like to visit my old friends.” 

Lyla stared at him and asked, “Are you sure? They’d either be scared stiff, 
overwhelmed with excitement, or reduced to tears.” 

James said smilingly, “I didn’t come back just for a reunion. I have other 
pressing matters I’d like to discuss with everyone.” 

After speaking, James took her hand and teleported away from the area. 
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emerged in the main hall of the golden palace located on the Forladtt Land’s 
third level, instantly materializing into James and Lyla. 

James gazed at the palace walls, and refined decor adorning the place. He 
could vividly recall the first time he arrived in the Forladtt Land’s third level. 
Back then, to acquire the Nether Demonic Sword housed inside this palace, 
he fell into the Aqualsoul and was trapped. 

Not only was Lesia almost obliterated, but his golden body that he had 
painstakingly cultivated was destroyed by the Aquasoul. 

However, it was also in the Aquasoul that he met the two elders who helped 
him forge Nirvana Golden Bones. 

From that pivotal moment onward, James embarked on his ascent, securing 
the Aquasoul, claiming the Nether Demonic Sword, and gifting his 
companions permission to cultivate within the golden palace. He achieved 
numerous remarkable feats, including the acquisition of the Historial Wind 
Spirit and his subsequent entry into the Forladtt Land’s fourth level. There, he 
acquired his Ultimate Golden Body, the Courageous Tower, and became the 
ruler of the Forladtt Land. 

Returning to the familiar place, countless memories flooded James’ mind. 

He could remember everything as if it had just occurred yesterday. 

Lyla looked at James and asked, “Do you still remember this place? It was 
here that you attained the Nirvana Golden Body, so we renamed it the 



Nirvana Palace. It’s the Jademora Empire’s symbol of power. The orders 
issued from this place serve as a symbol of our empire. This is where the 
Jademora Empire deliberates on significant matters or convenes with other 
sect leaders.” 

James surveyed the surroundings emotionally, and then he asked, “Why is it 
so deserted though?” 

Lyla said calmly, “Times are different now. With the threat of war looming, 
everyone is preoccupied with their duties. Rubella is in charge of the second 
level and watches over the Hudde Passage. Yancy oversees the first level 
and is stationed at the teleportation formation. 

“As for the eight borders of the Forladtt Land, they’re safeguarded by several 
powerhouses at the Quasi Daeclon Rank from the Behaterm Sect and the 
Sanctum Sect.” 

James inquired, “And what about the other legions and sects?” 

Lyla replied promptly, “They’ve been reorganized. On the Forladtt Land’s third 
level, you’ll find Taran’s Honorable Dragon Legion, Jurryt’s Prideful Dragon 
Legion, and Qairo’s Mythic Dragon Legion. 

“Meanwhile, Hershya’s Bloody Dragon Legion, Xezal’s Glorious Dragon 
Legion, Maxine’s Insightful Dragon Legion, and Talvelai’s Brave Dragon 
Legion are stationed on the second level. 

“The first level is for ordinary beings that are without sect affiliations or those 
with lower cultivation ranks to venture to grow and improve the strength of 
their forces. Including the first level, our empire boasts two major sects and 
eighth legions total up to two trillion beings.” 

Listening to Lyla’s report, James nodded with satisfaction. He could envision 
the immense effort Lyla, Rebella, and Xatia had invested to transform a 
chaotic place into its current state. All factions had been organized into their 
present form. 

Recalling the siege they had faced from the New Alliance and the Righteous 
Alliance during the war, along with the loss of the Xyndaros Genesis World 
and Sanctum Genesis World, they completely lost connection with the Dark 
World, Skynet, and the lustus Sect. 



Despite its vastness, the Forladtt Land had become an isolated sanctuary. 
Inside, Dark Beings roamed freely, while powerful adversaries loomed 
outside, making survival a challenge. 

After contemplating for a while, James abruptly extended his hand, 
summoning the golden body he had cast on the fourth level of the Forladtt 
Land. Soon, it stopped right before Lyla. 

Lyla remained composed after seeing the exquisitely crafted golden body. 

It was apparent she had already seen it and knew about James’ intentions. 

James said softly, “It’s time you merge with it. The Forladtt Land can only be 
stabilized if you enter the Xaeclon Rank.” 

Unexpectedly, Lyla shook her head in response. 

James questioned, “You don’t want it?” 

Lyla looked at the golden body before her and said, “Who wouldn’t want a 
golden body and the opportunity to enter the Xaeclon Rank? However, I can’t 
have it in our current circumstances.” 
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“Why?” Lyla sighed and replied, “We’ve run some investigations. 

There are already two powerhouses above the Fifth Xaeclon Rank in the 
Genesis Worlds. 

They’ re called Tai Chi Messengers. 

Even if I entered the Xaeclon Rank, it wouldn’t change our situation. 

I’ll just be wasting the Forladtt Land’s limited resources. 

“Instead, it’d be better to use the resources on training up people to the Quasi 
Daeclon Rank. 

By doing so, at least we’ll have a greater chance of defending our home.” 
James laughed after hearing her answer. 



Lyla had stayed inside the Forladtt Land, protecting it for so long, and was 
oblivious to the outside world’s situation. 

He promptly explained the current trends of the Genesis Worlds after he had 
left Yin’s Void. 

Lyla looked at him in shock and asked, “In other words, there aren’t any more 
powerhouses at the Xaeclon Rank out here? Then, what heights have you 
reached in your cultivation?” James replied smilingly, “I’m at the Fifth Xaeclon 
Rank Although I’m still far from Tai Chi, I’m strong enough to stand my ground 
in the Genesis Worlds.” Lyla took a deep breath, startled by the sudden 
revelation. 

She was not expecting James to have returned so powerful. 

James continued, explaining, ““The Genesis Worlds’ Righteous Alliance, New 
Alliance, and Gladwin’s faction are at war right now. 

They won’t have the time to be bothered with us.” “I created a Sky Bridge to 
reopen a passage between the Dark World and the Forladtt Land. 

Skynet is also connected between the two. 

Most importantly, I’ve gained the Law of Paths permission to establish a 
Heavenly Path here. 

“From now on, the Forladtt Land will no longer be a place without the baptism 
of Heavenly Tribulation. 

We’ll have a Tribulation Envoy from the Law of Paths. 

“However we must be careful. 

The Tribulation Envoy isn’t easy to talk to, but will be fairer than Tai Chi. 

Everything will based on karma and tribulations.” Lyla took a deep breath but 
shook her head again. 

“What’s wrong? Are you still unwilling to accept it?” James’ face darkened. 

Lyla looked at him and asked, “Am I the only one receiving a golden body? 
How will you explain it to Rebella, Yancy, and Xatia? They’ve also reached 



the point where all they need is a golden body to reach the Xaeclon Rank.” 
James was taken aback, not expecting her to have such concerns. 

Lyla said worriedly, “Although our empire seems united on the surface, our 
internal relationship is quite complicated We’re gathered here because we 
promised you, and because of our faith in you. 

Your presence here is much more effective in stabilizing people’s hearts than 
a golden body. 

James slowly closed his eyes. 

Lyla always appeared to be cold and arrogant, seemingly wanting to push 
people thousands of miles away from her. 

However, she always looked at the bigger picture and was very wise. 

In these aspects, she was unmatched by anyone else in the empire. 

She declined to accept the golden body, fearing it would place her at a 
disadvantage and disrupt the hard-earned balance of the empire. 

James could not help but marvel at the rarity of a woman with such 
confidante, strong character, and foresight. 

Lyla said, “Store away the golden body for me,” Lyla sighed softly. 

“Keep it safe for me. 

There will come a time when I’ll need it, but that time is not now. 

James stored away the golden body and watched surprisedly. 
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throughout the Forladtt Land’s different levels. 

At a mysterious location nestled within the undulating mountains of the 
Forladtt Land’s second level, Taran and Jurryt engaged in a game of chess. 

Positioned around a colossal chessboard, they stared at the shining black and 
white pieces intertwined that created a complex pattern. 



Taran analyzed the chess pieces, stroked his beard, and laughed heartily, 
‘How will you turn the tides, Dragon King?” Jurryt looked at the chessboard, 
somewhat embarrassed. 

His lips twitched as he said, I’ll just take one step back. 

Just one!” Taran looked at Jurryt and said, “Once a move is made, there is no 
room for regret. 

I’m afraid you’l] have to hand over the thousands of high-grade cores your 
legion has just acquired.” Jurryt said anxiously, “You can’t do this, Wizard. 

I won the last two games. 

What bout those?” Taran retorted, “You only won because you cheated! 
You’ve got really bad sportsmanship! Should we bring this case to the Left 
and Right Grand Lords?!” Jurryt was at a loss for words. 

At that moment, the chimes of a bell reached their ears. 

Upon hearing it, their brows furrowed. 

“Tt’s the Divine Bell!” Jurryt reminded. 

Taran looked at Jurryt, stating, “It was rung a few times. 

It must be important. 

Our empire might be in danger. 

Let’s hurry over to the golden palace.” After the brief exchange, the two 
materialized into two light rays and disappeared from the spot. 

Meanwhile, in the Forladtt Land’s second level, a striking figure with a slender 
hand was confronting a group of kneeling beings in the Hudde Passage. 

Despite the woman’s exquisite beauty, her countenance radiated an icy 
coldness. 

“We won’t do it again, Right Grand Lord! Please let us go,” someone from the 
group hurriedly pleaded. 

The others quickly kowtowed after her pleas. 



The beautiful woman sneered, “You are the cream of the crop among our 
empire’s Royal Guards, the most elite forces, yet you dare to disregard the 
rules and prey on the vulnerable. 

Today, you oppress the weak. 

Will you try to seize control of our empire tomorrow?!” The group kneeling on 
the ground were terrified and begged for mercy. 

The beautiful woman ordered, “Kill them. 

I won’t allow such arrogant fools to exist under my command.” Several law 
enforcers immediately raised their knives. 

With a few crisp sounds, the offenders were beheaded. 

Their corpses transformed back to their true forms. 

Afterward, Rebella collected their corpses into her spatial storage. 

Rebella sighed, and said, “Don’t blame me for being heartless. 

If this were anywhere else and at a different time, you could flirt all you want. 

However, we’re guards at the Hudde Passage. 

It’s the most crucial border of our empire. 

Their cultivation ranks were at least at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation. 

However, in front of their female commander, Rubella, they showed complete 
submission. 

She was the heart of the Jademora Empire’s Royal Guards. 

At that moment, another figure flashed through the void and landed beside 
Rebella. 

Xatia, who had appeared, said, “The Divine Bell has rung, Ms. 

Rebella” Rebella’s face instantly turned cold. 



Something bad must’ve happened.” 
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Jademora Empire quickly gathered in the Nirvana Palace. 

Unfortunately, the atmosphere was not a joyous occasion. 

Instead, it was tense and worrisome. 

Everyone had a solemn expression, knowing full well what the Divine Bell’s 
chimes meant. 

After a while, Maxine suddenly spoke from amongst the crowd. 

“what’s going on with Lyla? She rang the Divine Bell but didn’t show up. 

What is the meaning of this?” Hershya quickly pulled her sleeves, warning her 
not to speak any further. 

However, following Maxine’s complaints, a few of the Dark World’s important 
figures began to stir as well. 

“Is the Left Grand Lord playing with us? The Divine Bell shouldn’t be rung for 
nothing.” “She always makes a big deal out of nothing. 

Doing all these unnecessary things just to prove her authority.” “We have so 
much to do. 

Who has the leisure to play along with her games?” “Tf there isn’t a good 
reason why she rang the bell, I won’t go easy on her.” “Our Right Grand Lord 
is much better. 

She’s reliable and decisive. 

In every major battle, she had always charged in the forefront and fought 
alongside us.” “Hush, everyone! The Right Grand Lord is here!” As the crowd 
clamored, Rubella and Xatia entered the hall. 

“Right Grand Lord!” Upon seeing Rebella and the Xatia, the crowd 
simultaneously bowed in respect. 



Rebella scanned over them, nodded lightly, and said, “What’s the commotion 
about? Wasn’t there an urgent summoning by the Divine Bell?” Her words 
immediately sparked everyone’s dissatisfaction, prompting everyone to 
grumble and complain. 

“We’re also puzzled, Right Grand Lord. 

We were summoned, but the Left Grand Lord was nowhere to be seen. 

What is going on?” “The Divine Bell is the highest summoning order of our 
Jademora Empire. 

How can it be used just to flaunt power?” “Right Grand Lord, you and her were 
both appointed by our emperor as Forladtt Land’s rulers. 

You two are of equal standing. 

We can’t let her keep doing as she pleases.” “What are you all talking about? 

Has the Left Grand Lord offended you? What makes you speak of her in such 
ways?” “Exactly! She has wholeheartedly dedicated herself to growing the 
Jademora Empire. 

She pulled the indifferent Rebella and whispered, “Please stop them quickly. 
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Why don’t you do it?” Xatia hesitated to speak. 

If she could intervene, she would have already acted. 

But now, the Jademora Empire was divided into two major factions. 

The two major forces, led by Yancy and the elders of the Sanctum Sect, 
strongly supported the Left Grand Lord, Lyla. 

 


